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Executive Summary
The Epping North East Development Plan has been
prepared by the City of Whittlesea to provide clear,
plan based guidance and direction with regard to
development within the area. The intention of the plan is
to ensure that this highly fragmented area is addressed
in a holistic manner, and that the vision and objectives
of the Epping North East local Structure Plan are
delivered at the implementation phase of development.

Figure 1 Design Vision

The Development Plan represents an extension of
Council’s vision for the Epping North East area, which is
articulated within the Epping north East Local Structure
Plan, and provides detailed guidance for implementation
of that vision. This vision sees Epping North East
developing as a high quality urban environment, that does
seeks to address some of the problems associated with
much growth area development in the past. The Plan,
embodied by the Design Vision Plan (see Figure 1) takes
the philosophy of Traditional Neighbourhood Design, and
articulates it in a plan based vision that responds to the
site features, the key structural elements and objectives
of the Epping North East Local Structure Plan, and the
subdivision and development requirements of the City
of Whittlesea and the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.
The Development Plan text also provides detailed
guidance in preparation of subdivision and development
applications, to ensure the delivery of well designed,
connected, attractive and well serviced neighbourhoods
for the future community of Epping North East.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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Part 1 Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Role of the
Development Plan

• The overall design outcome,

This document constitutes the Development Plan for the
Epping North East area and has been prepared by the
City of Whittlesea in accordance with the requirements
of Clause 43.04 of the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.

• Where further site analysis and
design work is required

The Development Plan applies to all land within
the Epping North East Local Structure Plan area,
which is bounded by Harvest Home Road to the
south, Craigieburn Road-Lehmanns Road to
the north, the Aurora Development to the west
and Bindts Road (future E6) to the east.
Preparation of a Development Plan is a statutory
requirement, that must be satisfied prior to
consideration of an application to subdivide, use
or develop land within the ENELSP area (unless it
meets the exemption specified in the Schedule).
Council has undertaken preparation of the Development
Plan to ensure continuity of the design philosophy and
principles underpinning the ENELSP and to facilitate
a coherent and holistic approach to development. A
holistic approach is particularly important in Epping
North East given the highly fragmented land ownership
pattern. The role of this Development Plan is to facilitate
the implementation of the strategic intent of the ENELSP
by providing a more detailed and fine grained framework
for the integrated development of all 23 landholdings
within the LSP area. Given the highly fragmented nature
of the Development Plan area, the Development Plan
will also clearly articulate expectations with regard to:

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

• Design objectives for specific areas, known
as key design response areas, and

The ENELSP, including the Incorporated
Document, the Development Contributions
Plan and the Reference Document contain a
great deal of detail regarding relating to:
• Urban design principles and vision;
• the movement network and hierarchy,
• open space distribution;
• design objectives.
In order to avoid repetition, this Development Plan
will only provide a summary of this information
where considered necessary. By contrast, the
Development Plan will provide further detail
regarding design of key areas, and outline
where additional information is required.
As such, any applications for a planning permit will
be assessed having regard to both the ENELSP
(including the Incorporated Document, the Development
Contributions Plan and the Reference Document)
and the ENEDP, and must be deemed generally in
accordance with all documents in order to gain approval.

May 2008

1.2 Overall Objectives

1.3 Design Philosophy

As noted above, the objectives of the Epping North
East Development Plan are a natural extension of those
objectives articulated in the Epping North East Local
Structure Plan. To this end, the specific objectives
of the Epping North East Development Plan are:

The City of Whittlesea has adopted an urban design
vision based on Traditional Neighbourhood Design
principles. Traditional Neighbourhood Design is
essentially concerned with making places more
sustainable, vibrant, safe, attractive and liveable through
adoption of what is considered a more traditional
urban form. Importantly, this design philosophy places
increased emphasis on the character and quality of
the public realm as the unifying character element
that will link neighbourhoods. Detail regarding this
design philosophy, including principles, history and
relevance of Traditional Neighbourhood Design to the
Epping North East Local Structure Plan can be found
in the Epping North East Reference Document.

• To implement the layout, design and
density objectives of the ENELSP;
• To establish interesting, high quality
and diverse streetscapes that engender
a sense of place and identity;
• Provide well proportioned streetscapes that
consider the fundamental built form relationship
between the private and public realm;
• Establish a series of well defined and
interlinked neighbourhoods capable of
supporting non car based modes of travel
and a sense of place and identity;
• Implement the objectives of Traditional
Neighbourhood Design;

The design of the Epping North East Development
Plan is fundamentally underpinned by the Traditional
Neighbourhood Design approach and philosophy
and must also be reflected in preparation of more
detailed plans for key sites within the ENEDP area,
such as medium density housing, activity centres etc.

• Support the establishment of pedestrian scale,
main street based neighbourhood activity centres;
• Implement the specific design objectives
of the key design response areas;
• Define where further site analysis, site
assessment and design work is required to be
undertaken at the planning permit stage.
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Part 2 Policy Context

2 Policy Context
The Epping North East Local Structure Plan
(ENELSP), along with the Epping North East
Development Contributions Plan, is an Incorporated
Document within the Whittlesea Planning Scheme.
The ENELSP was approved by the Minister for
Planning (as part of Amendment C81 (Part 1) to the
Whittlesea Planning Scheme on 26 June 2008

2.1 E
 pping North East
Local Structure Plan
Figure 2 Local Structure Plan

Drawing Key

The ENELSP builds upon the Epping North Strategic
Plan, which seeks as its fundamental objective to make
significant change to the form and composition of
urban development in Epping North, and to respond to
criticism associated with the form of fringe development
that has occurred over the last 30-50 years.
The ENELSP adopts an integrated, balanced
approach to deliver an urban structure based
on traditional neighbourhood design principles
that will support a healthy, diverse, distinctive
and ultimately more sustainable community.
The ENELSP defines a vision and preferred outcomes
relating to a range of land uses and defines the necessary
transport and other infrastructure that will be required
to support the new community in Epping North East.
Fundamentally, the role of the ENELSP is to
define the land use and transport framework,
and to guide preparation of more detailed
plans, including this Development Plan.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan
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2.2 Zoning and Overlays

Figure 3 Zone Plan

2.2.1 Residential 1 Zone
CRAIGIEBUR

N RD

R1Z

REE
K (U

EPPING RD

It is expected that a rezoning will be required in the
future to enable development of the Neighbourhood
Activity Centre and other mixed use areas. An
appropriate zone will be determined at the time
development is considered for the these areas.

PPE
R)

RDZ1

The subject land is zoned Residential 1 (R1Z), with all
land within the defined Urban Growth Boundary. A
planning permit is required for subdivision, and for
development of a dwelling on lots smaller than 300m2
or for multiple dwellings on a lot. A permit is also
required for a number of other, non-residential uses,
however, larger retail developments, are prohibited.

DAR

EBIN
C

R1Z

Epping Road and Craigieburn Road are affected by the
Road Zone Category 1. The purpose of this zone is to
identify that the road is considered a significant road.
Any applications for subdivision adjacent to these roads
must be referred to the road authority (VicRoads).

EPPING RD

2.2.2 Road Zone

Drawing Key:
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Road RDZ1
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Figure 4a Development Plan Overlay

2.2.3 Development Plan Overlay
N RD
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The overlay also specifies detailed requirements for
site analysis and design response, noting specific
design objectives for key design response areas,
including activity centres, neighbourhood centres,
the Epping Road interface, Findon Creek environs
area, the diagonal boulevard, linear open space
and the power transmission line easement.

R)

CRAIGIEBUR

The Development Plan Overlay Schedule 21 (DPO21)
applies to all land within the ENELSP area. The DPO21
requires that a Development Plan be prepared prior to a
permit being granted for subdivision, use or development.

EPPING RD

The Epping North East Development Plan has
been prepared pursuant to the DPO21.

Drawing Key:
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Planning Overlay DPO
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Subject Site

Figure 4b Vegetation Protection Overlay

CRAIGIEBUR

N RD

EPPING RD

The overlay triggers a requirement for a
permit to remove, destroy or lop any native
vegetation, including planted vegetation.

PPE
R)

The subject site is affected by the Vegetation Protection
Overlay Schedule 2 (VPO2). This overlay identifies
the land as being part of the River Red Gum Grassy
Woodland, which includes remnant River Red Gums,
Yellow Gums as well as native grassland species and
riparian species along watercourses. The overlay aims
to protect and enhance the diversity and ecological
integrity of these species and any habitat links.

EPPING RD

DAR

EBIN
C

REE
K (U

2.2.4 Vegetation Protection Overlay

Drawing Key:

Rivers and Creeks

Planning Overlay VPO

Parcel

Subject Site

Figure 4c Heritage Overlay

2.2.5 Heritage Overlay
CRAIGIEBUR

N RD

The Heritage Overlay applies to a number of sites
within the ENEDP area. These sites are described
in more detail in the following chapter.

EPPING RD

DAR
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K (U

PPE

EPPING RD

This Development Plan incorporates a number
of these heritage sites and specifies where
additional information is required.

R)

The overlay itself triggers a number of requirements for a
planning permit, including to subdivide land, to demolish
or remove a building and to construct a building.

Drawing Key:

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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Part 3 Site Analysis

3 Site Analysis
3.1 Overall Site Analysis

Figure 5 Site Analysis Plan
Drawing Key

A site analysis was undertaken in order to inform
preparation of the Epping North East Local Structure Plan
(see Figure 5). Specific detail regarding this site analysis
can be found in the Epping North East Local Structure
Plan Reference Document. A brief summary of the main
aspects of the site analysis is provided in this Chapter.
However, it is noted that while initial site analysis work
has been undertaken, and broadly included within the
ENEDP, more specific site analysis work is required at
the planning permit stage for a number of landholdings.
Where additional work is required, this has been
specified on an individual landholding basis in Part 7.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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3.1.3 Landholdings and Uses

Figure 6 Property Details

The ENEDP area consists of 23 properties.
These properties range in size from 2 hectares
up to approximately 65 hectares. While some
consolidation of the larger landholdings has occurred,
the land in the eastern portion remains highly
fragmented. Most of the smaller properties are
currently being used for rural living, while the larger
properties have been grazed for many years.
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Table 1 Landholdings and Uses
Property No.

Property

Land Area (ha)

Existing Use of Property

1

270 Harvest Home Road

40.03

Vacant land/grazing purposes. Outbuildings and water tanks.

2

230 Harvest Home Road

26.71

Rural living/warehousing. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 10.

3

220 Harvest Home Road

44.53

Agistment purposes. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 4.

4

219 Epping Road

46.77

Vacant land/grazing. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 3.

5

235 Epping Road

2.02

Rural living.

6

15 Craigieburn Road

16.19

Vacant land/grazing.

7

75 Craigieburn Road

20.23

Rural living (ex quail farm).

8

85 Craigieburn Road

4.05

Rural living.

9

95 Craigieburn Road

16.39

Rural living/grazing.

10

135 Craigieburn Road

40.52

Rural living/grazing. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 2.

11

155 Craigieburn Road

2.02

Residence/light industrial (trucking operation)

12

110 Harvest Home Road

2.02

Residential

13

90 Harvest Home Road

8.23

Rural living

14

80 Harvest Home Road

20.53

Vacant land/grazing

15

60 Harvest Home Road

16.86

Vacant land/grazing

16

50 Harvest Home Road

4.05

Rural living

17

30 Harvest Home Road

64.98

Vacant land/grazing

18

50 Lehmanns Road

23.6

Rural living/grazing. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 19, except for a
1.6ha area of land which has been excised from the surrounding block.

19

290 Epping Road

30.6

Rural living/motor mechanical work. Ownership consolidated with Landholding 18.

20

220 Epping Road

12.90

Rural living

21

210 Epping Road

20.02

Residential

22

200 Epping Road

1.99

Residential

23

190 Epping Road

2.06

Residential

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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3.1.2 Topography

Figure 7 Topography

The ENEDP area is characterized by flat to undulating
volcanic plains comprising a range of materials,
and is located within the central lowlands that
cover most of west and northern Melbourne.
The ENEDP area comprises a plateau to the west
of Epping Road, and the land slopes gently the
east to the Findon Creek and the west towards
Edgars Creek, which is located outside the ENEDP
area. Scattered rocks, termed stony knolls or rocky
outcrops, are scattered throughout the site, and
vary in size and environmental significance.
The topography, while generally flat, provides viewlines
to the city to the south, and the Quarry Hills to the east.
Findon Creek is an ephemeral creek running
in a general north-south direction in the
eastern portion of the ENEDP area.
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3.1.3 Access and Servicing

Figure 8 Access and Servicing
Drawing Key:

Access to the ENEDP area is currently provided by a
network of surrounding arterial and sub-arterial roads;
Epping Road, Harvest Home Road and Craigieburn Road
East/Lehmanns Road. All roads will require upgrading
as part of the residential development of Epping North,
which will be progressively undertaken as development
occurs. Bindts Road forms the ENEDP area’s eastern
boundary. This road is to be upgraded by VicRoads to
an arterial road standard. The exact design of the road,
which is currently referred to as the E6 is to be determined
by VicRoads, in consultation with Council, at a later date.

Arterial Roads
Proposed Arterial Road
Proposed Road Widening
Transmission Easement

Sewer currently extends to the ENEDP area from two
directions; from the south and from the west, and will
need to be progressively extended into the ENEDP
area as development occurs. Similarly, a water main is
located within Harvest Home Road, and connections
will be required into the ENEDP area as it develops.
Of key importance to the sustainability of the ENEDP
area, Class A recycled water is to be provided to the
entire DP area, similar to the Aurora development
to the west. The Craigieburn Waste Treatment
Facility (adjacent to the Aurora Estate) has been
constructed and is currently operating. Once
sufficient sewerage is being treated in the facility,
recycled water will be provided to the ENEDP area.
Developers must enter into agreements with Yarra
Valley Water for the provision of infrastructure for
sewerage, potable water and recycled water.
A key constraint of the site is the presence of the
high voltage transmission easement, which bisects
the site in a diagonal direction. The powerlines and
pylons significantly dominate the landscape visually,
and the diagonal alignment presents challenges in
providing regular block shapes and solar orientation.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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3.1.4 Flora and Fauna
The flora located on the ENEDP site reflects that of a
landscape highly modified by vegetation clearance,
pasture improvement, fertilizer application and weed
invasion and as such, is of varying quality and diversity.
As such, native vegetation is generally contained
to scattered trees, such as River Red Gums,
localized native grasslands and remnant vegetation
within and around stony knolls, which have largely
remained untouched by agricultural activities.

River Red Gums
River Red Gums are scattered throughout the ENEDP
area, both as isolated remnant gums and in copses.
The importance of protecting River Red Gums is
specified within the Whittlesea Planning Scheme (Clause
22.10). The three step approach to native vegetation
management as specified in the Victoria’s Native
Vegetation Management: A Framework for Action (DNRE,
2002) will need to be demonstrated, i.e. avoidance
of any tree removal as a first principle. Should tree
removal be unavoidable, losses are to be minimized
and offset in accordance with the Framework.
While larger trees and trees located in groups or
copses are prioritized for protection in Clause 22.10,
isolated scattered, remnant trees are also important
to protect, albeit in an urban setting such as a
widened naturestrip or pocket park, for their habitat
qualities and visual and natural heritage values.
The largest copse of Red Gums is located within
landholding 19, to the east of Epping Road. Another
copse is located further east in landholdings 15 and 17.
These copses of trees provide opportunities for retention
of Red Gums in more natural conditions, enabling natural
regeneration of the species and will be designated as
conservation areas, in accordance with the ENELSP.

Many River Red Gums on the site are considered
to be in poor health due to ongoing drought
conditions and possum grazing. These trees require
immediate protection to prevent further damage.
As part of all planning permit applications, a survey
plan of the canopy and estimated root zone of all native
trees must be prepared in accordance with Council’s
guidelines. An accompanying arborist’s assessment of
each tree must also be submitted. The arborist’s report
must make recommendations regarding the health
of each tree, and indicate whether the tree contains
hollows etc that may be used as habitat for fauna.
Non-native trees, although not requiring a
permit for their removal (unless they are subject
to heritage controls) must also be shown
(indicative canopy only is acceptable) on the
survey plan and arborist’s assessment.

Grassland
An area of native grassland has been identified
by ERM (September 2004) predominantly within
landholding 14, and extending into landholding
15. This grassland contains indigenous grasses
and scattered rocks amongst pasture grasses. The
site has been assessed as part of the Ecological
Vegetation Class (EVC) 649: Stony Knoll Shrubland
Benchmark, with a biological conservation status
of endangered and a Conservation Significance of
High. Given the scarcity of the grassland within the
landscape, it has been recommended that the area be
retained within a conservation open space reserve
Given the assessment of the grassland was undertaken
in 2004, any planning permit application must include
a further assessment of the grassland to confirm the
boundaries and area required for retention. Further,
landscaping plans must specify how the area is to
be managed to ensure that the environmental values
of the grassland are retained and enhanced.

The remaining Red Gums are generally scattered in
smaller copses or as isolated trees across the site.
However, it is noted that not all trees have been surveyed
and as such, not all trees are shown on the Development
Plan. All trees will need to be surveyed at the Planning
Permit stage, and shown on a site analysis plan.
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Stony knolls

Golden Sun Moth and Matted Flax Lily

A number of stony knolls, of varying size and ecological
significance are scattered across the ENEDP. Stony
knolls in general tend to support a higher proportion
of native vegetation and fauna compared to the flatter
and more heavily grazed areas of the ENEDP area.

Preliminary assessments have identified the
possibility that the Golden Sun Moth and Matted Flax
Lily may be found on the Development Plan site,
particularly in the portion west of Epping Road.

Ecological assessments of the ENEDP area carried out
by ERM (June 2004) individually assessed 21 stony
knolls across the subject land, and a number were
recommended for retention and further assessment.
The ecological significance of stony knolls retained
within an urban setting has been questioned, particularly
during the panel process for the Epping North East
Local Structure Plan (Amendment C81- Part 1). As a
result, only a few of the stony knolls (those appearing
to have the highest ecological significance and those
located adjacent to other open space areas, such as the
Findon Creek) have been recommended for retention.
Notwithstanding that some stony knolls may be
indicated for removal on the LSP and DP, a targeted
ecological assessment (undertaken during spring)
must be submitted with a planning permit application
to establish offset obligations under the Native
Vegetation Framework for their removal. Retention of
these areas will not be required, as all stony knoll areas
determined to be suitable for retention within an urban
setting have been determined at the ENELSP stage.
Notwithstanding, the cost of removing knolls to
enable development may prove prohibitive in some
instances. As such, it may be possible for these knolls
to be retained within additional areas of open space,
and for credit to be provided against the 5% passive
open space contribution. Such proposals will need to
be considered at the planning permit stage, and will
only be accepted if it is demonstrated that the street
and open space network shown within the approved
Development Plan will not be compromised, and that the
distribution of open space throughout the area meets
the requirements of the Planning Scheme, including
Clause 56 and any other relevant requirement.

The Golden Sun Moth is listed as ‘threatened’ under
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Vic),
and the Matted Flax Lily is listed as ‘endangered’
under the Commonwealth Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Protection Act 1999.
Targeted studies must be undertaken at the planning
permit stage for all landholdings, and referral to the
Australian Government Minister for the Environment
and Water Resources via the Department of the
Environment and Water Resources may be required.

Figure 9a Flora and Fauna - Trees

Figure 9c Flora and Fauna - Stony Knolls

Drawing Key:

Drawing Key:

River Red Gums

Stony Knoll

Other Trees (non River Red Gums)

Figure 9b Flora and Fauna - Native Grassland

Drawing Key:
Native Grassland
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3.1.5 Heritage

Figure 10 Archaeology and Heritage Assessment

A preliminary Archaeology and Heritage assessment
of the ENEDP area was undertaken by TerraCulture
(April 2004). This assessment noted that there
are a number of Aboriginal and European sites
of significance and potential significance within
the ENEDP area. The location and level of
significance of these sites can potentially impact
upon the developable land within the ENEDP.
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Drawing Key:
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Aboriginal Stone Artifacts
Aboriginal Scar tree
(indicative location)

This page has been purposely left blank.

Aboriginal Heritage

Figure 11 Indicative location of Aboriginal Archeological Sites located during the Survey and Registered with Aboriginal Affairs Victoria

The TerraCulture assessment noted that while there
are no known (registered) Aboriginal archaeological
sites within the ENEDP area prior to the assessment,
the land contains a range of landforms and features
that are generally considered, and in the broader
Epping region have been shown, to be sensitive for
Aboriginal archaeological sites. These features are:

CRAIGIEBU

RN EAST

ROAD
LEHMANN

S

• Waterways,

ROAD

7922 - 0792

• Basalt stony rises (stony knolls), and
• Stands of River Red Gums.
A preliminary field survey undertaken in March 2004
identified eight surface artifact scatters and a scarred
tree, which are briefly described in the following table:

7922 - 0793

7922 - 0796
7922 - 0794
7922 - 0790

7922 - 0795

• An assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed
development on any Aboriginal archaeological sites.

HARVEST H

OME

In addition, it is noted that the provisions of the Aboriginal
Heritage Act 2006 now apply to the ENEDP area. The
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 introduces a requirement
for a proponent (or sponsor) to prepare a Cultural
Heritage Management Plan if all or part of the activity is
a listed high impact activity and all or part of the activity
area is an area of cultural heritage sensitivity, which has
not been subject to significant ground disturbance.
Source: Terra Culture 2004

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan Incorporated Document

ROAD

7922 - 0797

BINDTS

7922 - 0791

• More intensive and area-specific fieldwork program
which includes further pedestrian survey followed by
subsurface testing where required. The field work
should concentrate on areas that were either not
intensively inspected during the TerraCulture (2004)
investigation or were identified in the TerraCulture
(2004) report as having archaeological potential.
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EPPING

Given the preliminary nature of the TerraCulture field
assessment in 2004, it is necessary that all portions of
the ENEDP area be subject of more detailed and areaspecific Aboriginal archaeological assessment, which
must be submitted with, and addressed in, a planning
permit application. This assessment should involve:

ROAD

ROAD

7922 - 0798

Areas of cultural heritage sensitivity, high impact
activities and significant ground disturbance, are
specified in the Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2007
(the Regulations). Residential subdivision of areas of
cultural heritage sensitivity is included as a trigger for
preparation of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan,
unless it can be demonstrated that an exemption applies.
All applications within the ENEDP must address
the requirements of the Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006. To this end, each application must either:
• Include a Cultural Heritage Management Plan that
has been approved by a Registered Aboriginal Party,
and lodged with the Secretary of the Department
of Planning and Community Development; or
• Clearly specify why a Cultural Heritage
Management Plan is not required.
Council is not able to make a decision on a planning
application that requires a Cultural Heritage Management
Plan, until such a plan has been approved and lodged
pursuant to the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

Table 2 Registered Aboriginal Heritage Sites

Landholding and
Location

Registered site and
Contents

Landholding 2
Top of basalt stony rise

7922-0790
One grey silcrete waste flake located on ground surface

Landholding 2
Top of basalt stony rise

7922-0791
One grey silcrete waste flake located on ground surface

Landholding 9
South slope of a prominent basalt stony rise

7922-0792
One brown silcrete waste flake located on ground surface

Landholding 6
Top of basalt stony rise

7922-0793
One grey silcrete waste flake located on ground surface

Landholding 17
Top of prominent basalt stony rise
overlooking Findon Creek

7922-0794
One white and one grey silcrete waste
flake located on ground surface

Landholding 17
Within Findon Creek bed

7922-0795
One white quartzite flake located on ground surface

Landholding 20
Within exposed basalt outcrop on
top of a basalt stony rise

7922-0796
One grey silcrete waste flake located on ground surface

Landholding 13
Next to house

7922-0797
One orange silcrete waste flake located on ground surface
among other non-artefactual silcrete. This material
appears to have been introduced and as such the artifact
may also have been imported from another location.

Landholding 19
On the basalt plain

7922-0798
Scarred tree in good health.
Scar length + 228cm, scar width = 29cm, tree
girth = 340cm, height of scar above ground =
27cm, regrowth depth = 25 to 30cm.

May 2008
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European Heritage

Figure 12 Indicative location of Historical Sites located during the Survey and Registered with Heritage Victoria

The preliminary heritage assessment undertaken
by TerraCulture (April 2004) also provided
a preliminary assessment of the European
heritage features of the ENEDP area.

CRAIGIEBU

RN EAST

Twenty five historic features were recorded during the
TerraCulture survey. Nine of these features registered
on the Heritage Victoria Inventory and six are included in
the Heritage Overlay. These areas are shown in Figure
12 and Table 3 provides a brief description of each.

ROAD
LEHMANN

S

H7922 - 0299

Given the preliminary nature of the TerraCulture
assessment, a second stage historical archaeological
assessment is required to be submitted with
planning permit applications for all landholdings.
This second stage should include a more detailed
historical investigation, incorporating:

ROAD

H7922 - 0297

ROAD
BINDTS

• A more intensive and area-specific fieldwork program
which includes further pedestrian survey. The fieldwork
should concentrate on areas that were not intensively
inspected during the TerraCulture investigation or are
identified in archival material as having potential for
historic sites and features. Specifically, any structures
shown on historic maps should be investigated
for an archaeological component or signature.

H7922 - 0298
D7922 - 0301

H7922 - 0300
H7922 - 0300

Heritage sites located in the Heritage Overlay require
additional investigations which include the above, as
well as documentation of the significance of the site
and preparation of conservation management plan.

HARVEST H

OME

Source: Terra Culture 2004

Epping North East

D7922 - 0302

EPPING

• Detailed research of the historic archives including
Land Titles, Wills, Probates and Maps. This should be
pursued according to specific land parcels or known
historic sites, depending on which is appropriate,
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H7922 - 0304
ROAD

H7922 - 0305

Table 3 European Heritage Sites

Location
Landholding 2

Heritage Victoria
Inventory Number

Heritage Overlay

H7911-0298

Landholding 2

Site name and description
Circle of pines and two stone lintels or stony rises

HO83

Weatherboard cottage

HO82

Red-brick stable and row of pines

Landholding 3

H7922-0300

Landholding 6

H7922-0299

Landholding 13

H7922-0303

HO81

Unmack’s Farm comprising a timber homestead,
bluestone dairy and dry stone walls

Landholding 14

H7922-0305

HO80

Bluestone house and bluestone dairy

Landholding 17

H7922-0304

HO79

Bluestone house, outbuildings, bluestone quarry and dry stone walls

Landholding 19

H7922-0297

HO40

Hehr’s Pine Park Farm complex including buildings,
dry stone walls and basalt lined drain

Land east of Epping Road
Land west of Epping Road

Epping North East

Stone feature, elm trees, walls, ceramic fragment and old plough

D7922-0302
D7922-0301

Local Structure Plan

May 2008

All dry stone walls in east part of study area
All dry stone walls in west part of study area
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3.1.6 Contamination

Figure 13 Preliminary Environmental Site Assessment

A preliminary Environmental Site Assessment was
undertaken by Atma Environmental (2004) in order to
review the history of land uses within the ENEDP area.
Given the size of the area assessed, the report is only
considered an overview of the potential environmental
contamination issues present. Detailed contamination
assessments are deferred until the planning permit stage.

Craigieburn

East

Road
Lehmanns

Road

Bulk
Fuel

The site has historically been used for dairy farming
until the 1960-80s, when the land was subdivided
into smaller parcels to be used for a variety of
purposes, including horse agistment, residential
development, trucking, and sheep and cattle grazing.

Fin
don

Fill material has been identified on a number of parcels
from more recent land uses, which carries the potential
for soil contamination (Properties . These areas must also
undergo further investigation at the planning permit stage.

Wastes
& Fill

Former
Dairy
Option

Landholding 11 is currently being used for a trucking
operation, a use which is likely to associated with
hazardous substances and tanks. A Contaminated
Land Audit will be required for this land, as
part of the planning permit application.

Harvest Ho

me

Road

Drawing Key:
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Slope Direction

Powerlines
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Fill Material

Bindts

C ree k

Road

Epping

Road

Agricultural uses are considered to be associated with
potential contaminating activities, with any residual
contamination expected to be concentrated around
built up areas. Some of these activities can include
sheep and cattle treatment activities, machinery,
and fuel and other chemical storage. As such, built
up portions of the DP area where there have been
sheds, scrap piles etc must be examined in further
detail at the planning permit application stage.

This page has been purposely left blank.

3.2 E
 pping North East
Local Structure Plan

Figure 14a Key Design Challenges

As mentioned earlier, the Epping North East Local
Structure Plan applies to the entire ENEDP area, and
is the primary document that guides the structure
of development. The ENELSP in itself has been
developed based on a clear progression through a
site analysis and needs analysis to a rational design
response based on the design philosophy of Traditional
Neighbourhood Design. However, while the ENELSP
provides the framework for development, a number
of site specific issues must then be addressed in the
design response at the Development Plan stage. This
section highlights the key issues that the Development
Plan must respond to, taking into consideration all the
above site analysis as well as the structure established
in the ENELSP. While this analysis highlights key design
challenges (see Figures 14a and 14b) the Development
Plan must respond to, it also demonstrates that the
ENELSP provides a high quality design context for the
achievement of the overall objectives stated in Chapter 1.
In addition to the above mentioned key
design challenges, there are a number
of specific design challenges that require
attention at the design response stage.
These site specific issues have been summarized
in Figure 10, and refer to issues that have been
identified during the Development Plan process or
that landholders have brought Council’s attention.
Each of these numbered issues are addressed within
the design response specifically and holistically.

Drawing Key:
Linear diagonal features – need to resolve local road alignments to address linear
features (provide a high quality active interface with edge roads). Connecting local roads
to be perpendicular to linear feature to provide regular block shapes. Local roads to
transition to orthogonal as soon as possible to maximise solar orientation.

Arterial Road – need to activate arterial road frontage through use of service roads and
provide local and open space linkages to minimise divisive potential. to encourage Land
uses either side (particularly within activity centre and mixed use area) and arterial road
cross-section to be narrowed to encourage cross precinct movement.

Key conservation areas – any development within or around these areas must not
compromise environmental values. A genuine architectural response will be required
for built form within constrained areas to ensure a high quality interface that does not
‘privatise’ the open space areas. Direct built form frontage to conservation should be
minimised.

Areas of high activity and amenity – context for a concentration of medium density
houses, a mixture of uses and key public and iconic buildings. Design of centres needs
to be of a pedestrian scale, with a variety of built form , streetscape and open space
experiences to add interest and vibrancy to the centres. Carparking must be sleeved
behind buildings.

Linkages between activity nodes – local road alignments need to provide high
quality permeable and legible links between nodes of activity, particularly to encourage
pedestrian movement.

Key heritage sites – identified heritage features should be incorporated within
designs (open space or private allotments) where possible to conserve these values
for future generations. A management plan for these sites must be prepared.

High amenity areas - context for a diversity of street based housing products, with
emphasis on medium density housing. Strong, active built form presence to high amenity
areas (reduced dwelling setbacks, rear loaded housing to maximise activity to street and
open space) and variation in local streetscape configurations to provide a high, quality
urban experience.
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Edge roads to schools and active open space – High quality built form needs to actively
address these community areas. Road cross-sections need to specifically consider the
high activity levels generated by these uses (parking, drop off, pedestrian access points).
Connection to Aurora – local road connections need to be provided to integrate the
ENEDP development seamlessly to Aurora and to provide a high level of pedestrian
permeability for access to the future town centre and transport corridor.

Scattered red gums – loss of Red Gums to be avoided, therefore, gums
need to be incorporated within street cross-sections (widened nature strips/
medians) or pocket parks.

Figure 14b Key Design Challenges Overlay
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Connection to Aurora – local road connections
need to be provided to integrate the ENEDP
development seamlessly to Aurora and to provide
a high level of pedestrian permeability for access
to the future town centre and transport corridor.

Key heritage sites – identified heritage features should
be incorporated within designs (open space or private
allotments) where possible to conserve these values for
future generations. A management plan for these sites
must be prepared.

Scattered red gums – loss of Red Gums to be
avoided, therefore, gums need to be incorporated
within street cross-sections (widened nature strips/
medians) or pocket parks.
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Part 4 Design Response

4 Design Response
Development Plan

Figure 15 Development Plan

This chapter provides detail of the way in which the
Development Plan has been formulated, and provides
detail regarding key aspects of the design response.

Drawing Key:
Neighbourhood activity centre
Local activity centre
Mixed use
Mixed Use A*

The intent of the design response is to:

Medium density residential
Standard density residential

• demonstrate the extent to which the ENELSP
layout can achieve its stated objective;

Potential retirement village site
School site

• provide a clear plan based explanation of
stated objectives and preferred treatments;

Community activity centre

• provide a design ‘platform’ from which more
detailed plans can be prepared for individual
development sites that further and where
possible better the objectives of the ENELSP;

Open space

Key built form / landmark

Linear open space
Transmission easement
Floodway reserve
Wetland/retarding basin

• demonstrate the positive extent to which a
range of difficult site constraints and competing
objectives can be successfully resolved;

River red gums
Other trees
Native grassland

• overcome the influence of fragmented land
holdings within the ENELSP area; and provides
certainty to the development community.

Stony knoll
Aboriginal scar tree
Potential European historic site
Findon Creek

• give solidarity and legitimacy to the initiatives
contained with the ENELSP layout.

Contours (5m interval)
Arterial road
Proposed E6 arterial alignment
Diagonal boulevard

To move from this intent through to a rational design
response for the Development Plan the design
response takes into account all of the stated objectives
contained within the ENELSP relating to particular
aspects of Traditional Neighbourhood Design, and
provides a clear, logical response, informed by the
site analysis represented in the earlier chapter.

Boulevard connector
Local roads
Road widening
Shared path network
Signalised intersection
Roundabout
Type C intersection
Mixed Use A* - Use and development which can be considered under the existing zone associated with the reuse of existing
heritage buildings and outbuildings on the site.

While the underlying framework and dominant influence
of the Development Plan is the Epping North East
Local Structure Plan, the Development Plan has also
been informed by site specific responses to a number
of issues, that have presented as design challenges.
Most of these design challenges have been outlined
in Figure 14, however, another key challenge is the
highly fragmented land ownership pattern, and the
competing objectives and desires of the landholders.
As such, the detail of the Development Plan has been
formulated through an iterative process that builds
on the site analysis and Traditional Neighbourhood
Design philosophy and brings together all the
competing objectives, into a cohesive plan.

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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4.1 Design Vision
The Development Plan shown in Figure 15 shows a
diagrammatic representation of the design response
that has been derived from the site analysis and
the ENELSP. Figure 16, the Design Vision Plan,
illustrates the translation of this design response in a
more illustrative way to clearly express how Council
envisages the Epping North East area developing.
The Design Vision Plan has been broken down and
used in the following sections to clearly express
how the design for Epping North East has been
prepared. To this end, the following sections provide
a response to what are identified in Chapter 3 as
the design challenges (see Figure 14) by reference
to a series of key design response precincts.

These key design response precincts are:
• Activity Centres;
• Neighbourhood Centres;
• Epping Road Interface;
• Findon Creek Environs;
• Diagonal Boulevard;
• Linear Open Space;
• Transmission Easement;
• Conservation Open Space

While a number of these key precincts are existing
site conditions (such as the Findon Creek, the
transmission easement, Epping Road), the remainder
are structural elements introduced by the ENELSP.
The first section of this chapter explains how the
design of the Development Plan has responded to
each of these elements, and provides a set of design
criteria to direct the development of the built form.
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Figure 16 Design Vision

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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In addition, a series of block diagrams have also been
used to demonstrate how key aspects of the design
(the neighbourhood form, the street blocks, the road
network and the open space distribution) respond to
these key design response precincts. These block
diagrams illustrates the pattern of development
around each key design response precinct and how
this pattern comes together to form the pattern of
development for the entire Epping North East area.
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Figure 17a Neighbourhood Block Plan

Figure 17c Road Block Plan

Figure 17b Street Block Plan

Figure 17d Open Space Block Plan

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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4.2 Key Design Response areas
4.2.1 Activity Centres
The ENELSP nominates a number of activity centres,
distributed throughout the ENEDP area. A key design
challenge is to ensure that these areas are able to
provide a context for high levels of community and
retail activity as well as higher density residential
development. In addition, access to/from and between
these centres (including centres such as the Aurora Town
Centre external to the DP area) must be supported.
Specific design parameters for how these activity
centres are intended to be developed are provided
within this chapter. However, while delivery of structural
elements such as activity centres are important, the
key role of the design response in this Development
Plan is to ensure that the surrounding urban form, in
terms of the local street network and housing densities,
will support the functionality and design of the activity
centres when they are developed. In particular, attention
has been paid to ensuring that higher densities are
concentrated surrounding these centres and a high
level of access is provided. Combined, these measures
seek to maximize populations within walking distance
of activity centres, and to maximize the number of
people that will be able to patronise the centres.
In this sense, the Development Plan designates a fine
grained local street network surrounding the activity
centres, particularly the Neighbourhood Activity
Centre (NAC) providing highly permeable and legible
connections into and between the activity centres and
other community facilities (such as between the NAC
and school/active open space and between the NAC
and the local community activity centre/school/active
open space area). This local street network provides
the strong links between the centre and surrounding
neighbourhoods necessary to support the centre.
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An orthogonal grid based local street design,
which is capable of supporting a variety of land
uses, including street based medium density has
been designed to provide a flexible and logical
context for these uses. While rear lanes have not
been designated on the Development Plan, it is
intended that the primary housing product in this
area will be rear loaded terrace style development,
and as such, rear lanes must be incorporated into
subdivisions designs at the Planning permit stage.
The urban park located to the south east frames
the centre and provides a high amenity context for
increased density and community interaction.
As noted above, the activity centre structure itself has
not been resolved at the Development Plan stage, but
rather has been shown in outline form only. Further
resolution of the structure, design and uses in the
centre will be undertaken at the planning permit stage.
However, given the importance of activity centres in
ensuring a functional neighbourhood, additional detail
has been provided about each of the different type of
centres located within the Epping North East area. This
additional detail includes a series of design parameters,
to aid preparation of planning permits, under the various
headings below relating to the neighbourhood activity
centre, the mixed use areas and the local activity centres.

Figure 18 Activity Centres

Epping North East

Local Structure Plan

May 2008
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Neighbourhood Activity Centre
Design criteria:
The ENELSP nominates a Neighbourhood Activity
Centre (NAC) to be located on a main street connecting
to Epping Road. The intent of the ENELSP is for the
NAC to be developed as a main street based activity
centre, incorporating a mix of retail, commercial
and community facilities, with opportunities for
residential or business uses on a second level.
In order for the Development Plan to implement this
objective of the ENELSP, a design response has been
developed that shows the NAC with a main street
connecting to Epping Road and a residential form
surrounding the main street that supports the future
use and development of the area as a high quality,
pedestrian oriented neighbourhood activity centre.
While only preliminary detail of the intended built
form of the NAC is shown on the Development Plan
at this stage, planning permits for the development
of the NAC must respond to the design criteria
specified in this section and Figure 19.

• The main street cross-section must facilitate an
intimate scale and promote visual interaction
between the northern and southern sides, whilst
also accommodating on street parking (e.g. angled
parking) widened footpaths, buses and bus stops;
• Off street parking must be sleaved
behind the rear of buildings;
• Built form within the main street must have
a minimum height of two stories;
• A limited line supermarket or general store should
be located within the centre, to act as an anchor,
and to support retail and other uses. These
uses must be located to directly address the
main street; internalised and parallel malls with
double fronted tenancies will not be supported;
• A mixture of uses should be established
surrounding the centre, to accommodate
service businesses and home offices that
support and enhance the activity centre;
• The surrounding street network must be a diverse
grid based network, to provide strong links to and
from the centre and to ensure the area is permeable.
• Appropriately designed and sited medium
density that provides flexibility to accommodate
future activity centre expansion should be
located surrounding the NAC. This housing
should be designed to utilise rear lanes
or other alternative access measures to
minimise garage frontage to streets;
• An urban park on the south-western edge of
the NAC should be framed by medium density/
mixed use and integrated with the NAC;
• The corner at the intersection of the three
connector boulevards west of the NAC is a key
location for high quality and prominent built
form ie. A key building of at least 2-3 storeys.
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Figure 19 Neighbourhood Activity Centre
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1

Main street
− on street parking (angled)
− widened footpath
− provision for buses, bus stops

2

Core retail / service area
− limited line supermarket
− maximum retail floor area 3000m²
− minimum 2 storey built form
− presence to street
− parking sleeved behind

3

Mixed use / higher density area

4

Urban park to frame centre

5

Site suitable for iconic building
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Mixed Use area
Design criteria:
The ENELSP nominates a mixed use area on the eastern
side of Epping Road in order to activate this intersection
and to provide a link to the River Red Gum Woodland
Reserve and neighbourhood centre to the east.
It is intended that this area be developed with a
genuine mixture of uses, including residential,
that are of a scale and design appropriate to a
residential area. Such uses may include a café/
restaurant, home offices or apartments.
The DP has responded to the LSP by providing a local
street network and block depths appropriate for a
mixture of uses as noted above. The mixed use area
is well serviced by local roads, including a service
road to Epping Road, with local roads comprising
shared paths providing connections between open
space, the school and the mixed use areas. The
mixed use area is a key location where alternative local
street cross-sections can be used to achieve higher
density and mixed use outcomes, for example, angle
parking, central median parking, rear lanes etc.
The following design criteria must be demonstrated in any
planning permit application within the mixed use areas.
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• Uses must compliment the main activity
centre and not reduce or impact on
its size, quality or presentation.
• The form of development must be street
based, with buildings located so as to clearly
address the key streets and corners (i.e.
Epping Road and the connector boulevard).
• Buildings should be of a scale sympathetic
to surrounding residential development so as
to integrate seamlessly with these areas.
• Buildings should be grouped together and be
of a compact design. Multi-storey buildings
are encouraged. Isolated buildings surrounded
by carparking will not be supported.
• Buildings must sensitively address the
interface with surrounding land uses, including
the main street activity centre, Epping
Road, the Red Gum Woodland to the north
and the residential area to the east.
• Carparking should be discreetly sleeved behind
buildings so as not to feature too prominently
when viewed from surrounding streets.
• Buildings fronting Epping Road will
require access via a service road.

Figure 20 Mixed Use Area
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1

High Quality Built Form to address Epping Road,
Boulevard Collector and Open Space

2

Service Road Access

3

Sensitive Interface to surrounding Residential

4

Buildings to front Epping Road with Parking behind
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4.2.2 Local Activity Centres
A local activity centre is located in the eastern precinct,
co-located with the community activity centre and
active open space. The preferred physical form of
this centre is a street based centre of a local scale
to serve local convenience shopping needs.
At the planning permit stage for subdivision, a site
must be set aside of a suitable scale for approximately
500m² of retail floorspace, with adequate space for
parking. This site must be designated for a local
activity centre, and must not be sold as a residential lot.
Agreements (such as a Section 173 agreement) may be
required in order to reserve the site for these purposes.
Notwithstanding, it would be preferable for the site to be
developed as a local shopping centre in the early stages
of development, to provide a community focal point and
to serve the developing community’s local shopping
needs. This will in turn reduce the amount of trips
made by vehicle in the early stages of development.
As with other activity centres and mixed use
areas, specific cross-sections will be required
adjacent to the centre to ensure the on-street
parking arrangement can cater for the activity
generated in the centre, i.e. angled parking.

A second, mixed use, local activity centre is proposed
in the south-western corner of the ENEDP area,
at the intersection of Harvest Home Road and the
diagonal boulevard. This centre is anticipated
to comprise a maximum of 500m² convenience
retailing, potential child care uses and medium
density housing. The form of this development is to
be street based, and of a scale and design suitable
for a residential area i.e. multi-storey buildings are
encouraged, however, isolated buildings surrounded
by car parking will not be supported. Adequate
on-street parking must be provided. To this end,
alternative parking arrangement should be provided.
Care must be taken to ensure that uses within this centre
do not conflict with uses proposed within the future
Aurora Town Centre given the close proximity between
the two sites. To this end, retail, other than convenience
retail will be discouraged in the mixed use centre.
Given the mixed use centre is located on a very
prominent corner, at the junction of the diagonal
boulevard and Harvest Home Road, a very high
quality built form outcome is required. To this
end, the following design criteria will apply and be
used to assess planning permit applications:

Design criteria:
Design criteria:
• Buildings should be located to provide an active
address to prominent corners and street frontages,
particularly the boulevard connector between the
activity centre and the primary school and the road
between the activity centre and the grassland.
• Buildings and uses should be of a
scale sympathetic to the surrounding
residential and open space context.
• Parking should be located in a discrete location
that does not feature prominently from key
locations, such as the boulevard connectors,
the primary school and the native grassland.
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• A high quality architectural design is required.
• Proposed uses and built form scale must
compliment the surrounding residential context,
• Built form should positively address surrounding
streets and corners, particularly the diagonal
boulevard and Harvest Home Road and adjacent
open space area within the Aurora estate,
• Car based uses that incorporate a large
amount of signage, will not be supported,
• Direct vehicle access from Harvest
Home Road will not be supported.

Figure 21 Local Activity Centres
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4.2.3 Neighbourhood Centres
Neighbourhood centres form the social heart of each
neighbourhood, and comprise one or a combination
of public facilities, uses and services such as schools,
community centres, activity centres, neighbourhood
parks, sports pavilions, bus stops, post boxes etc. In
many cases, these centres comprise higher amenity
features, such as neighbourhood parks, and the
surrounding built form design should both enhance
and contribute to the activity within these areas,
as well as capitalise on the amenity they offer.
The ENELSP has designated that these centres have
an ‘urban’ character and be located at the junction
of connector streets. As such, the ENEDP specifies
increased densities around these centres to encourage
the location of medium density housing and public
buildings in these locations, particularly surrounding
neighbourhood parks and community facilities.
In order to emphasise the focus of community activity
and dwelling density around the designated community
centres, the design response of the Development Plan
includes local road alignments that “feed” directly
into the neighbourhood centres. In addition, the local
road network is grid based and therefore capable of
supporting increased densities (through the inclusion
of rear lanes etc at the detail subdivision stage).
In order to respond to varying angles of the surrounding
connector road network, the Development Plan
has shaped neighbourhood parks to ‘absorb’ the
angles, and provide a framework for local streets to
be aligned to create more regular shaped blocks. In
accordance with the ENELSP, all neighbourhood
parks are approximately 0.5ha in area.
While the Development Plan provides a design
response that provides a surrounding local street
network and neighbourhood park shapes that
support the neighbourhood centres, the detailed
design of these centres, including the built form
and landscaping design, will be fundamental to
ensuring that these centres function as a positive
central node for each neighbourhood. As such,
particular attention will need to be paid to the following
design criteria at the detailed design stage:
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Design Criteria:
• Public buildings are to be clustered together
where possible, and located to frame
intersections and neighbourhood parks, and to
provide a terminating vista along key streets.
For example, the community activity centre
should be located to provide a terminating
vista at the end of the diagonal boulevard.
• Buildings lines are to present close to the street.
• Carparking and ovals are to be located behind
buildings, away from the street. On street
parking is to be maximised where possible.
• Careful attention is to be given to buildings
on key sites. These include corner sites within
neighbourhood centres, medium density facing
neighbourhood parks, buildings that terminate
the vistas along streets, buildings adjacent to
community facilities and public buildings. These
sites present an opportunity for architectural
statements and landmarks within the ENE LSP area.
The detailed design and landscaping of neighbourhood
parks should address the following design criteria:
• A landscaping and design theme that reflect the
character of an urban park or square incorporating
paved areas, public buildings and vertical elements
or structures that act as visual markers.
• A strong relationship to the surrounding
built form, such as surrounding medium
density and public buildings
The preferred form of medium density adjacent
to neighbourhood parks is as follows:
• Street-based medium density i.e. terraces fronting a
public road, rather than ‘integrated’ housing sites.
• Rear lane access to minimise garages and driveways
along the streetscape, to increase on-street parking,
to allow for continuous streetscape planting and to
maximise habitable room windows facing the street.
• Minimise direct frontage to open space (i.e. a street
should separate the housing from the park), so as
to avoid any sense of privatisation of the park.

Figure 22 Neighbourhood Centres
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4.2.4 Epping Road Interface

Figure 23 Proposed cross-sections of Epping Road

Epping Road is a main arterial road bisecting the ENEDP
area, and given its potential to act as a divisive element
between the eastern and western precinct of the ENEDP
area, it is important that the ENEDP ensure that a positive
relationship is generated between the function of the road
as a transport network and the surrounding land uses.
In order to achieve this, the ENELSP and DP have given
careful regard to the provision of meaningful treatments
along Epping Road that will collectively generate a
positive sense of place. A strong built form presence
is to front on to Epping Road to activate the road. In
order to facilitate this, the following design responses
have been included on the Development Plan.
• land uses adjacent to Epping Road are shown
on the Development Plan as being accessed
via one way service roads that connect directly
onto Epping Road. Internal loop roads and
rear lane access will not be supported.
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• Local roads have been shown connecting into
service roads to provide permeable access to the
neighborhoods either side of Epping Road.
• The Epping Road cross-section has been narrowed
through the more active part of Epping Road (adjacent
to the NAC and the mixed use and higher density
residential areas) to encourage cross-precinct
movement by pedestrians. (see Figure 23) This
design response is subject to approval by VicRoads.
As noted above, it is of great importance that all
uses, including housing and mixed uses (i.e. on
the eastern side of Epping Road) provide an active
frontage to Epping Road, accessed via services
roads (not internal loop roads). This treatment will
ensure Epping Road is “read” by the community as
an active part of the ENEDP neighbourhood, and not
simply as a channel for high volumes of traffic.
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4.2.5 Findon Creek Environs
The Findon Creek runs in a general north south direction
in the eastern portion of the ENEDP, and forms an
important link in the broader linear open space network of
the Epping North corridor. The linear nature of the Findon
Creek reserve is to be complimented by formal strategic
widening of the reserve in order to provide for a variety
of spaces, passive recreational activities and wetlands/
retarding basins above the 1 in 100 year flood line.
The surrounding street network has been
designed to positively and sensitively respond
to the creek in the following way:
• East-west connector roads have been aligned
diagonally (parallel to the Findon Creek) in order
to define a neighbourhood that focus around the
creek and to create regular shaped street blocks.
• Local roads have been aligned perpendicular to
the creek to maximise views and permeability, and
to facilitate access and drainage from surrounding
neighbourhood and residential areas.
• A series of regular grid based street blocks with
edge roads have been included to define the edge
of the Findon Creek and to provide continuous
public access. Courts, culs de sac and curvilinear
roads have deliberately not been used.
• A linear reserve has been provided linking the
Findon Creek to the River Red Gum woodland.
There is an opportunity for this reserve to also
accommodate some of the heritage values
associated with the Herh’s Pine Park Farm complex
(such as the dry stone walls) and environmental
values (such as the stony knoll and Red Gums).
• Medium density housing has been concentrated
around the creek to improve passive surveillance and
exposure to the creek parkland. Rear lane access
to medium density lots is encouraged in order to
minimise garages and driveways along the creek, to
increase on street parking and to maximise windows
and habitable room windows facing the parkland.
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Design Criteria:
At the planning permit stage for subdivision, the
following details must be demonstrated:
• Street based medium density housing should
be provided along the Findon Creek;
• All houses should address, front and
present to the Findon Creek;
• A 2.5m wide concrete shared path must be provided
within the 1 in 100 year flood reserve, above the 1 in
10 year flood line. This path is to be provided by the
developer and funded by development contributions.
• Pedestrian crossings of the creek must be provided
at strategic locations (as shown on the DP) linking
to the network of shared pathways and footpaths.

Figure 25 Findon Creek
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4.2.6 Diagonal Boulevard
The Epping North Strategic Plan sought to create strong
links to the central town centre (to be located within
the Aurora Development) via a series of symmetrical
radiating spine roads, one of which connects through
the ENEDP area in a diagonal alignment. This alignment
is generally mirrored to the north-west and south-west
in a similar alignment in the Aurora Development Plan
2 (approved December 2007). The ENELSP in turn
recognised the importance of this key structural link,
which is now reflected in the Development Plan.
To this end, the ENEDP provides for the diagonal
boulevard road to form a spine linking the ENEDP
area with the future town centre and public transport
interchange in Aurora. The diagonal boulevard has
been aligned perpendicular to the transmission
easement and is anchored by the P-12 school,
neighbourhood centre/park and Community Activity
Centre to the north, and the Aurora Town Centre, future
train station and neighbourhood park to the south.
The diagonal boulevard, along with the broader connector
road network is to be designed to have a distinctive
character that will differentiate these roads from the
finer road network, and to provide a setting for more
diverse and higher density development. Specifically,
the diagonal boulevard will be distinguished by a
six metre central median that will create a boulevard
effect, which, as identified in the key challenges
analysis, provides for stronger landscaping of the
streetscape and a coherent and legible spine within
the broader road framework of Epping North East.
Local streets have been designed to connect with the
diagonal boulevard at right angles to create regular
shaped blocks and intersections. It is noted that the
local road network connecting to the diagonal boulevard
has been designed to return to a regular orthogonal
grid as soon as practical to maximise blocks oriented
on the regular north-south, east-west axis. This will
enable more regular dwelling design responses to solar
orientation issues in these locations. Blocks located
on an angle will require alternative design responses
to address the matter of solar orientation. Information
regarding alternative dwelling design responses is
provided in Part 3.10 of the ENELSP. Median breaks
have been identified in the diagonal boulevard at cross
intersections of connector streets and key local roads.
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Design Criteria:
• Street based medium density is to be focused
along the diagonal boulevard to capitalise on the
increased amenity provided within the streetscape;
• Two storey built form and variation in front setbacks
is encouraged along the diagonal boulevard
to provide a sense of scale, proportion and
consistency within the streetscape. To this end,
a decrease to the minimum setback specified in
ResCode (4m) is encouraged in these locations;
• Driveway access is discouraged along the diagonal
boulevard, particularly along the north-western
side where the shared path is located. Alternative
access, such as rear lanes or side driveways
will be required. This treatment will provide for
continuous landscaping and an uninterrupted
shared path, and results in a better designed and
more active façade for medium density housing.

Figure 26 Diagonal Boulevard
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4.2.7 Linear Open Space Extension
An initiative of the Epping North Strategic Plan was to
make provision for a broadly circular linear open space
network. This network comprises the Edgars Creek,
two transmission line easements, the regional active
recreation reserve and River Red Gum woodland.
The linear open space extension within the ENEDP
provides a link between these larger linear open
spaces. The link is generally 30m wide and provides
the link from the Edgars Creek in the Aurora Estate
through to the Findon Creek in the ENEDP area.
The link effectively forms the boundary of the 800m
walkable catchment to the future Aurora town centre
and train station, and defines the neighbourhood
located in the south west corner of the DP area. It
then straddles the diagonal boulevard as it continues
north to connect to the broader open space network.
As with the Findon Creek, local roads have been
located perpendicular to the linear open space to
facilitate access and views to the open space. An
edge road has been provided along the linear open
space to provide opportunities for dwellings to be
located to capitalise on the high levels of amenity and
to ensure continuous public access to these spaces.
The built form interface to the linear open
space extension is to be treated in a
similar manner to the Findon Creek.

Design Criteria:
• Linear open space as a context for street
based medium density housing,
• All houses are to address, front and
present to the linear open space;
• Provision of a continuous edge road to the
linear open space for the most part. Mews
style access roads will not be supported.
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Figure 27 Linear Open Space Extension
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4.2.8 Transmission Line Easement
The transmission easement represents a key
constraint of the ENEDP site; it segregates the land,
has a strong visual impact, constrains the location
of schools and community facilities for 400m and
its diagonal alignment aligns awkwardly against the
predominantly orthogonal title boundaries of the
existing land parcels. As per the Findon Creek, and
as had been identified in the Key Design Challenges,
the transmission easement is considered a linear
feature to which the surrounding neighbourhood
should respond. The design of the neighbourhoods,
open space and road connections surrounding the
easement should all integrate the easement as a key
element, and as such, the Development Plan has
responded to this feature in the following ways:
• Linear connections have been provided from
the easement to surrounding open space to
form an integrated open space network;
• an integrated shared path network will run
through the easement and connect to the
surrounding open space and neighbourhoods.
This shared path is to be constructed by the
developer and funded by the development
contributions in accordance with the ENEDCP;
• A road network has been aligned perpendicular and
parallel to the easement to provide direct connections
to the open space and connector road network, as
well as to facilitate the design of regular street blocks;
• Roads and open space has been aligned
and configured to minimise the visual
impact of the transmission pylons;
• The Regional Recreation Facility has been positioned
to integrate with the transmission easement, and
to provide the opportunity for overflow carparking
located beneath the transmission lines;
• A series of edge roads have been provided to
define the edge of the easement. A portion of the
road reserve may encroach into the easement
(subject to approval by SP Aus Net).
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Design Criteria:
• The exact extent of road located within the
easement must be determined by SP AusNet,
however, adequate space must be provided
outside the easement to accommodate
street trees, street lighting and services. In
addition, adequate buffer distances to pylons
and transmission lines must be provided;
• For limited areas (such as directly adjacent to
pylons), side boundaries of lots may interface
with the easement. In other areas, medium
density lots with rear lanes access may directly
front the easement. Lots backing onto the
transmission easement will not be accepted.

It is anticipated that the easement land will be
subdivided off, and designated as a reserve.
Landholdings 3 and 4 have the largest extent of
transmission easement. As such, the developer
of these landholdings must prepare a landscape
masterplan that details a landscaping theme for the
transmission easement as a requirement of permit.
This masterplan will then be used as the basis for
preparation of detailed landscape plans by the various
developers of landholdings affected by the easement.
It is noted that the transmission easement is not subject
to open space or development contribution credit given
it is encumbered land. As such, no contributions are
payable on, and no credit can be obtained for, this land.

Figure 28 Transmission Easement
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Part 5 Specific Design Response Areas

5 Specific Design Response Areas
5.1 Specific Design
Response Areas
During preparation of the ENEDP, various site specific
issues were identified that require a site specific
response within the Development Plan, and in many
cases, at the Planning Permit stage. These site specific
issues are identified in Figure 29a in the context
of the Epping North East Local Structure Plan.
Where possible, the design of the Development Plan has
responded to each of these issues, and each response
is identified in the context of the ENEDP in Figure 29b.
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Figure 11: Site Specific Design Challenges
Figure 29a Specific Design Challenges
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Figure 29b Specific Design Challenges - Design Response
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Mixed use centre has been designated on the DP, with built form shown to positively address
the corner of Harvest Home Road and the boulevard connector. Design response of centre
must be in accordance with the design parameters set out in Chapter **

2

Retirement village shown on the DP. Built form to be of a high quality, with a key building of at
least two storeys, such as the village’s community centre to be located on the corner at the
bend on the boulevard connector to provide a terminating vista. Other design requirements
are provided in Chapter ** which address pedestrian connectivity and interface with the street.

3

The DP has responded to the lack of local open space in these areas by including two small
neighbourhood parks. As these parks are in addition to the local open space designated in
the DCP, credit will be provided against the 5% passive open space contribution (up to the
maximum 5%).

4
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Development Plan has shown a drainage reserve in this location, with edge road either side as
a context for higher density housing. However, an alternative treatment of a road with central
Incorporated
Document
median (swale and pipe combination) may be considered.

All road alignments shown are a graphic representation only, they do not depict the full width of existing or proposed reservations.

5

The DP has responded to the lack of local open space in these areas by including two
small neighbourhood parks. As these parks are in addition to the local open space
designated in the DCP, credit will be provided against the 5% passive open space
contribution (up to the maximum 5%).

6

DP has amended the area of conservation open space to capture the heritage site
with appropriate road interface to surrounding development. Further investigation
of possible uses for the heritage site are to be explored at the planning permit stage
through a Heritage Conservation Management Plan. Contamination to be addressed via
appropriate testing and management measures.
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Lot frontage from the south must be provided to this boulevard connector. As such, it is
preferred that the full or partial cross-section of this road be constructed when lots the
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of Epping and Harvest Home Roads. A section 173 has been signed which provides
guidance for the design of the building and the type of restaurant permitted.
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least two storeys, such as the village’s community
centre to be located on the corner at the bend on
the boulevard connector to provide a terminating
vista. Other design requirements are provided in
Part 5 which address pedestrian connectivity and
interface with the street.
The DP has responded to the lack of local
open space in this area by including a small
neighbourhood park. As this park is in addition to
the local open space designated in the DCP, credit
will be provided against the 5% passive open
space contribution (up to the maximum 5%).

9

DP has amended the area of conservation
open space to capture the heritage site with
appropriate road interface to surrounding
development. Further investigation of possible
uses for the heritage site are to be explored at
the planning permit stage through a Heritage
Conservation Management Plan. Contamination
to be addressed via appropriate testing and
management measures.

This area has been identified as appropriate for
a medium density integrated housing site. It is
anticipated it will be created as a super lot at
the planning permit stage. Further development
will require a specific architectural response that
provides for an active interface to the conservation
open space and Epping Road.

11

The boulevard connector has been kinked slightly
to provide this road partially on property 19 and
partially on property 20 in the eastern portion of
these landholdings, at both landholder’s request.
This design response enables the intersection on
Epping Road to remain in the same location, but
also provides road frontage on landholding 19 to
enable development of this area independent of
landholding 20.

12

Local Structure Plan

The DP has been designed to provide independent
access to Harvest Home Road for all parcels in
this area, to ensure that each parcel can develop
independently of one another. However, the road
network has also been designed in a way that
provides an appropriate network when viewed
holistically as a neighbourhood.

14

The intersection was relocated slightly north to
minimise the number of land parcels it affected,
and to ensure that the local road network on
parcels 15, 17 and 18 can be designed in a way to
reduce the number of awkward shaped allotments.

May 2008

15

16

17

A retirement village has been identified on the site,
however, it has been necessary to split the village
across two areas, divided by the conservation
open space. This conservation ope space is to
remain a completely public open space area, with
a pedestrian path providing a link from the school
to the creek. The retirement village must provide
an active interface with the open space. Further
design requirements for the retirement village are
provided in Part 5.
Although it would be preferable for this area to
be shown as open space, the DP has shown this
areas as an integrated housing site in accordance
with the ENELSP. Given its location central to
a conservation open space area, a specific
architectural response will need to be provided to
ensure an appropriate outcome is achieved in this
sensitive area. However, should the developer
prefer to designate this area as open space, it
may be possible to investigate other areas for
residential development that are currently shown
as open space.
The DP has shown an extended open space
area across this knoll. However, given this will
require an additional open space contribution,
it will be necessary at the planning permit stage
to balance open space contributions across the
entire landholding, possibly by providing additional
developable area in locations identified for passive
open space.

The design of the local road network in the DP has
ensured that the two heritage site along Harvest
Home Road in this location can be subdivided into
separate lots, to ensure they can continue to be
used as dwellings.

13

Lot frontage from the south must be provided to
this boulevard connector. As such, it is preferred
that the full or partial cross-section of this road be
constructed when lots to the south develop.

Epping North East

Given the heritage and environmental values,
the DP has shown the linear open space in an
amended location (further west) to capture these
values, including the retention of a fairly intact dry
stone wall within the linear open space and a large
portion of a large elevated stony knoll.

10

The Development Plan has shown a drainage
reserve in this location, with edge road either side
as a context for higher density housing. However,
an alternative treatment of a road with central
median (swale and pipe combination) may be
considered. The design will need to ensure that
the road is not read or used as a connector road.
The DP has responded to the lack of local
open space in this area by including a small
neighbourhood park. As this park is in addition to
the local open space designated in the DCP, credit
will be provided against the 5% passive open
space contribution (up to the maximum 5%).

DP has identified a restaurant site on the corner,
with built form indicated at the corner of Epping
and Harvest Home Roads. A section 173 has
been signed which provides guidance for the
design of the building and the type of restaurant
permitted.
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6 Detailed Design and Implementation

P-12
School

It is of relevance to note however, that the deliberate
intention of the ENELSP is to redress the lack of
genuine streetscape diversity within most growth
areas. As such, a range of cross-sections, with
varied internal compositions are to be utilized
throughout the ENEDP area. In particular, a series
of boulevard connectors, incorporating a central
median have been utilised to link neighbourhoods
and to create a positive sense of community and
identity. However, lack of streetscape diversity is
generally found within lower order streets (local roads).
As such, particular attention must be paid to these
cross-sections (see Local Road Cross-section).
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The ENEDP describes a highly permeable movement
network that comprises a hierarchy of defined
connector streets (set by the ENELSP) and local
roads in a modified grid pattern. The network has
been deliberately designed to facilitate movement
and accessibility for all modes of transport (car,
walking, bicycle) and to disperse traffic rather
than concentrate traffic volumes and flow.
Details of the movement network and road
hierarchy are provided within the Epping North East
Local Structure Plan. The Development Plan has
designed a local road network that responds to the
objectives of the ENELSP, is in accordance with the
philosophy of Traditional Neighbourhood Design,
and responds to the key design challenges and
opportunities as outlined in the previous Chapter.
All planning permit applications must have regard to
the network hierarchy, access management provisions
and design objectives contained within the LSP. For
ease of reference, a summary of the movement
hierarchy, typical road cross-sections and access
management objectives is included in this chapter.

• Open space

Lehmanns Road

Craigieburn Road East
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Figure 30 Road Hierarchy Plan
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The previous chapters outlined the logic and detail
with respect to how the Development Plan design has
responded to key features of the site, the ENELSP and
any specific issues that needed to be addressed or
included. This Chapter provides further details about how
the Development Plan is to be delivered, and provides
further information regarding the specific design of
elements within a development These elements are:

6.2 M
 ovement networks and
Road cross-sections

Epping Road

6.1 Detailed Design Issues
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6.2.1 Epping Road

Figure 31 Epping Road cross-section

Two cross-sections are described for Epping Road.
While these cross-sections are to be negotiated with
VicRoads, the cross-sections contained within the
ENELSP and DP represent Council’s preferred position.
Cross-section A is generally consistent with the crosssection of Epping Road to the south. Cross-section
B however, provides for a narrowed central median to
achieve a road reserve scale that promotes connections
between the eastern and western precincts of the
DP area, and is appropriate to the neighbourhood
centre design objectives described in Part 4.
No direct property access is permitted to Epping
Road. One way service roads must be provided to
all uses fronting Epping Road. Internal loop roads
and rear lane access will not be supported.

5.0 (may vary)

5.0 (may vary)

5.0

2.0

3.5

14.0

3.5

Alternatively, development may
directly front Epping Rd, with
access via a service/internal
access road. In this case, the
outer separator may require
widening to accommodate a
shared path, and car parking
will need consideration.

3.5

5.5 (may vary)

Alternatively, development may
directly front Epping Rd, with
access via a service/internal
access road. In this case, the
outer separator may require
widening to accommodate a
shared path, and car parking
will need consideration.

5.0

Parkland
or development
via service road/
internal lane
or rear lane

42m
widening of Epping Rd required to the east

Epping Road A - 42m reserve

6.0 (may vary)

2.0

3.5

3.5

6.0

3.5

3.5

36 m
widening of Epping Rd required to the east

Epping Road B - 36m reserve

(indicative cross section subject to VicRoads approval)

Epping North East

2.0

(indicative cross section subject to VicRoads approval)

5.0 (may vary)
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3.5

Local Structure Plan Incorporated Document

2.0

6.0 (may vary)

Parkland
or development
via service road/
internal lane
or rear lane

1.5

4.5

1.7

2.3

1.7

4.0

6.0

4.0

2.3

1.5/
2.5

1.5

4.5

4.0

34m

6.2.2 C
 raigieburn Road East/
Lehmanns Road

Harvest Home Road

(cross
section asRoad
per Harvest
Home and Aurora LSP)
Figure 32
Craigieburn
cross-section

6.2.5 Boulevard Connector
See Figure 35 on page 62

See Figure 32
No direct property access is permitted to Craigieburn
Road East / Lehmanns Road, however, local street
access is shown on the Development Plan and is
supported. Service roads, and in some cases, rear
lane access is to be provided to all uses fronting
Craigieburn Road East / Lehmanns Road.

6.2.3 Harvest Home Road
See Figure 33

A three metre central median is included within
the cross-section for the boulevard connectors, to
provide a distinguishing streetscape character to
these roads, which will link neighbourhoods.
Direct property access is permitted, however,
in some instances rear lane access to lots
may be required to suit specific housing
products and intended design outcomes.

1.5

3.5

1.5

Main Street

No direct property access is permitted to Harvest
Home Road, however, local street access is shown
on the Development Plan and is supported. Service
roads, and in some cases, rear lane access is to be
provided to all uses fronting Harvest Home Road.

6.2.4 Diagonal Boulevard
See Figure 34
A six metre central median is included within
the cross-section of the diagonal boulevard to
distinguish this road, and to provide a higher
amenity context for medium density housing.
Direct property access for vehicles is to be limited,
to strengthen the impact of street tree planting, and
to enhance the boulevard effect. Alternative access,
such as rear lanes or side access is to be utilized.

4.5
1.5
The NAC main street cross-section must be determined
as part of the planning permit application. However, it
is anticipated that the cross-section will be designed
as a two lane (possibly divided) road with parallel or
angled on-street parking and shared use of the road
pavement. A paved verge to accommodate pedestrian
movements, outdoor tables and chairs, bicycle racks and
tree planting will be required. Off-street parking is to be
provided in ‘sleeved’ locations to the rear of buildings.
Limited driveway
access to northwest side of
Diagonal
Boulevard to
provide contiguous
shared path and
landscape

1.7

2.3

20m

4.0

1.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

1.7

4.0

6.0

Limited driveway
access on side of
road with shared
path

2.3

1.5/
2.5

1.5

4.5

(cross section as per Epping North Strategic Plan)
34m

Harvest
Home Road
Figure 33 Harvest Home
Road cross-section
(cross section as per Harvest Home and Aurora LSP)
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access on side of
1.5
road with shared
path

Harvest Home Road

(cross section as per Harvest Home and Aurora LSP)

Craigieburn Road East / Lehmanns Road
(cross section as per Epping North Strategic Plan)

Figure 34 Diagonal Boulevard cross-section
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6.2.6 Local Roads

Rear lanes

Figure 35 Boulevard Connector cross-section

See Figure 36a and 36b
Two typical cross-sections are provided within this DP;
for key local roads which provide important links within
the DP area and for access streets, which comprise the
general local street network. While these typical crosssections have been provided, it is noted that a deliberate
initiative of the ENELSP and DP is to increase the diversity
of streetscapes within the ENE area beyond what has
4.5
1.7
1.5 found in
4.0
typically been
growth area2.3
development.

While rear lanes have not been specifically shown on the
DP, it is expected at the planning permit for subdivision
stage that rear lanes will be used, particularly in medium
density area and for housing along the northern side of
the diagonal boulevard. These lanes must incorporate
sufficient width for turning movements, services and
public lighting. As such, a typical cross-section has not
been shown, as the width depends on the length of the
lane,
buildings1.7
and services
6.0 the setback of 4.0
2.3 required.
4.5

1.5

1.5/
2.5

4.0

2.0
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27.4 - 28.4 m
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As such, a range of local street cross-sections is
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34m
encouraged and must be demonstrated in planning
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2.3
2.3
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1.5 2.0
Harvest
Home
Road
27.4 - 28.4 m
walking distance of public transport services. The
Centres (see Part 4) have been designed as(cross
a context
section as per Harvest Home and Aurora LSP)
27.4 - 28.4 m
ENELSP
and
DP
have
been
designed
to
accommodate
for diversity in housing types and designs, and as
34m
bus services within the boulevard connector and
such, streetscapes should be specifically designed
Boulevard Connector
34m
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Connector
arterial
road
network
enabling
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ENEDP
to
comply
to support this diversity and to reflect the
character
Harvest Home Road
Harvest
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with the
ResCode requirement. However, a bus
(cross
section
asHome
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of the Neighbourhood Centre.
To
this end,
local
Figure 36a Local Road cross-section
(cross section as per Harvest Home and Aurora LSP)
network
has not yet been determined for the ENEDP
street cross sections in Neighbourhood Centres
area. Given applications for subdivision must be
may be reconfigured to accommodate higher on
referred to the Department of Transport (pursuant to
street parking and amenity demands by including
Clause 52.36 of the Whittlesea Planning Scheme), it is
provision for angled parking and wider naturestrips.
*Pavement width
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may vary to
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Epping North East

Local Structure Plan Incorporated Document

Typical Access Street (yield or give way)
Typical Access Street (yield or give way)
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The ENEDP has shown a number of areas around Red
Gums as open space, beyond what was specified in
the ENELSP. These areas have been shown as open
space, as insufficient detail is available at this DP
stage to determine whether they can be appropriately
developed for residential purposes. Once all survey
information is available at the planning permit stage,
should residential development be proposed within
the more awkward and/or constrained spaces
between River Red Gums, a genuine architectural
response to the site and its features must be
demonstrated. Development that may compromise the
conservation of the trees, or results in a poor design
interface with open space will not be supported.

The Development Plan has incorporated a variety of
open space areas, that are generally in accordance
with what has been designated in the ENELSP and
DCP. While details regarding the design response
and further requirements for more detailed planning
have been included in the previous chapter for the
linear open space areas, this Chapter provides
more specific detail regarding the treatment of
conservation open space, and local open space.

Conservation Open Space
Conservation open space, including land set aside for
the preservation of stony knolls, grassland and Red
Gum Woodlands, has been shown on the Development
Plan in accordance with the ENELSP. While these areas
are set within the Epping North East Development
Contributions Plan for land budget and Development
Contributions
purposes,
the exact dimensions of these
Craigieburn Road
East
spaces is to be determined at the planning permit stage
following detailed ecological and arboricultural surveys.

Lehmanns Road

Craigieburn Road East

Local passive open space (neighbourhood parks)
are shown on the ENEDP as being provided in
accordance with the ENELSP. These parks must be
shown on the subdivision plans, and must generally
Lehmanns Road
be a minimum of 0.5ha in area However, the amount
of local passive open space specified on the ENEDP
does not exceed 5% of each landholding. Where less
than 5% has been provided, a cash contribution must
be paid by the developer at the time of subdivision
for the shortfall, at a rate of $500,000 per hectare
(indexed to CPI in accordance with the ENEDCP).

Epping Road

CAC

Harvest Home Road

Where additional open space is provided above that
specified in the ENEDCP as a design response to
specific site conditions, for example, additional open
space provided between conservation open space areas
to create a consolidated area of open space, credit
may be provided against any cash contribution liability,
up to 5% of the Gross Developable Area. Additional
open space provided by the developer as a design
response, above 5%, will receive no additional credit.

Landscaping
A landscape masterplan has not yet been prepared
for the ENEDP. It is intended that a masterplan will
be prepared by each developer during preparation
of planning permit applications for subdivision. The
masterplan must specify a street tree planting theme
and a general landscaping theme for all open space
areas within the development. Landscape masterplan
that are submitted and approved in the early stages
of development of the ENEDP area will set the theme
for landscaping of later stages/landholdings.

Drawing

CAC

NAC

Local open space

Should conservation areas be enlarged or
reduced in size from what is designated within
the ENELSP, no changes will made to the land
budget or Development Contributions.
With regard to River Red Gums, the three step approach
to native vegetation as specified in the Native Vegetation
Framework will need to be demonstrated, i.e. avoidance
of any tree removal as a first principle. Should tree
removal be unavoidable, losses are to be minimized
and offset in accordance with the Framework. Any NAC
applications for Red Gum removal must be approved,
in consultation with the Department of Sustainability and
Environment, via a formal resolution of Council. Isolated
trees that have not been designated for retention within
conservation open space should be incorporated into
the detailed street design, either by accommodating the
trees within pockets parks, widened nature strips or by
way of other specific design responses. Retention of
trees within private allotments will not be supported.

Figure 37 Open Space Plan

Epping Road

6.3 Open Space Network
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6.4 Housing

Figure 38 Residential Density, Activity Centres and Mised Use Plan
Lehmanns Road

Craigieburn Road East

As described within the ENELSP, it is intended that
Epping North East incorporate increased densities
beyond what has traditionally been experienced within
growth areas, and as such, the form of the DP has been
designed as a context and framework for the provision
of these densities. While Council aims to achieve
an average density of 15 lots per hectare (based on
Gross Residential Area) across the entire DP area,
density targets have not been set for specific areas.

Drawing Key:
Neighbourhood activity centre
Local activity centre
Mixed use
Medium density residential
Standard density residential
Potential retirement village site
School site
Community activity centre
Key built form / landmark
Active open space
Passive open space
Linear open space

Rather, the ENELSP and ENEDP focus on provision of a
diversity of lot and housing types distributed throughout
the entire DP area. As such, it is intended that increased
density in the form of street based medium density be
‘sprinkled’ throughout all streets and neighbourhoods
within the development plan area, rather than in
discrete, designated “medium density housing” sites.

Conservation open space
Epping Road

Transmission easement
Floodway reserve
Wetland/retarding basin
River red gums
Other trees
Native grassland
Stony knoll
Aboriginal scar tree
Potential European historic site

Notwithstanding, the development plan also
indicates areas suitable for a concentration of
street based medium density. These areas are:

Findon Creek
Contours (5m interval)
Arterial road
Proposed E6 arterial alignment

Harvest Home Road

• Along the diagonal boulevard;
• Fronting open space areas, such as the linear
open space extension, the Findon Creek,
neighbourhood parks, conservation open space
areas, open space required for drainage etc;

Road widening
Shared path network
Signalised intersection
Roundabout

Drawing Key:

Mixed use
Mixed
use
Community activity
centre
Community
activity
centre

The preferred form of development for each
of these areas is described in the relevant Key
Response Areas in Part 4. The following section
provides additional detail with regard to specific
lot planning and housing treatments.
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Local
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School
River red gums
Other trees
Native grassland
Stony knoll
Aboriginal scar tree
Key built form
Shared path network
Potential European historic site
Findon Creek
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Drawing Key:

• In and around the neighbourhood
and local activity centres.

Diagonal boulevard

Contours

Document
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Aterial Road

Type C intersection

6.4.1 L
 ot Planning and Housing Design

Housing adjacent open space

Integrated housing

The ENEDP has provided a block structure that is
flexible and adaptable, to cater for a range of lot types
within all streets. In order to maximize the diversity
within streets, and to ensure the preferred urban form
is provided within Epping North East, the following
lot planning and housing design principles must be
demonstrated in planning permit applications.

The ENELSP and DP have specifically designated land
adjacent to the various open space areas as suitable
for medium density housing. It has been Council’s
experience that medium density housing adjacent to open
space has increasingly been designed to directly abut
these areas. For example, terraces houses have been
oriented to have front door to a pedestrian path within the
open space, with vehicle access provided via a rear lane.

Notwithstanding the preferred approach to streetbased medium density, it is acknowledged that some
awkward shaped sites and some specific developments
such as retirement villages may lend themselves to
an integrated style of development. In the past, it has
been Council’s experience that attention to the design
and functionality of these sites has been deferred
until later stages of development, when it is difficult to
achieve a satisfactory outcome should issues arise.

While the provisions of ResCode, including
Clauses 55 and 54, and building controls apply
to all lots at the planning/building permit stage,
the following specific requirements must be
demonstrated in both the subdivision design
and design controls (such as Memorandums of
Common Provisions) imposed by developers. In
some cases, the following design measures enable
alterations to standard ResCode provisions.

While this treatment has been used successfully
in some instances, particularly adjacent to more
“urban” style open space areas, there is potential for
this form of development to encroach into the public
realm and serve to “privatize” what should be public
open space. This is particularly of concern where
medium density housing is provided o more than one
boundary of the open space area, resulting in these
open space areas feeling enclosed and disjointed from
the broader public realm and open space network.
As such, the ENEDP has deliberately returned to
a more traditional form of street based medium
density development, consistent with the Traditional
Neighbourhood Design philosophy utilised in the
ENELSP and DP. While some areas may be considered
to direct abuttal on a case by case basis at the
planning permit stage, as a first principle medium
density development should be separated from
open space by a road. Planning permit applications
showing direct abuttal must demonstrate how issues
with this treatment noted above will be addressed.
However, direct abuttal to linear open space areas such
as the Findon Creek and the linear open space extension
will not be permitted, as it is necessary to ensure
continuous public access to these open space links.
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As such, planning permit applications for subdivision
that designate integrated housing sites must include
indicative detail regarding how an integrated housing
site is to be developed. This detail should include:
• Indicative yield and dwelling layout;
• Indicative access/road layout. Please note that
if roads are intended to become public roads,
they must be designed to Council’s standards;
• General details of proposed interface treatments;
• General details of proposed visitor
parking arrangements.
Large integrated housing sites, including retirement
villages, can present significant barriers to vehicle
and pedestrian permeability. As such, these sites
must give careful consideration to how connectivity
will be maintained, particularly pedestrian
connectivity. To this end, integrated housing sites and
retirement villages that are proposed to be securely
fenced and locked in a manner that will prevent
pedestrian permeability will not be supported.
While effort has been made to incorporate retirement
village sites at the DP stage, it is acknowledged that
future sites may be proposed at the planning permit
stage. Any future sites must be carefully considered
in terms of their impact on the movement network
shown in the ENELSP and Development Plan, and
consequential changes to permeability and access
to public facilities, such as open space, activity
centres, schools etc. Locations for large integrated
housing sites that are considered to compromise
the intent of the ENELSP will not be supported.
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Table 4 Lot Planning and Housing Design Principles

Detached/semi detached

Attached

Apartment/shop top

Key location

Within local streets. Concentrations of detached houses are
discouraged along linear open space areas, the diagonal
boulevard and within close proximity to activity centres.

Primarily located abutting areas of high amenity (open space,
diagonal blvd) and in neighbourhood and activity centres. Also
located within some streets of detached housing.

Within activity centres/mixed use areas. Higher density
apartment buildings are encouraged where a prominent
or iconic building is specified on the ENELSP.

Building setbacks

Variety of setbacks encouraged.
Garage to be setback further than remainder of the
house. Second storeys to be setback further than
ground floor for side boundaries and corners.

Reduced front setbacks (e.g. 2m) are encouraged to provide
a strong built form presence in high amenity areas. Zero side
setbacks (i.e. terrace housing) required, except for corner lots.

Zero setbacks for apartment buildings and
shops at ground floor. Upper storey setbacks to
be a function of the design of the building.

Building Height

Double storey dwellings preferred, however single storey
dwellings will be acceptable in non-medium density areas.

Generally 2-3 storeys. Maximum height in ResCode of 9m may be exceeded
provided adequate solar access and privacy to other lots is maintained.

Heights in excess of 9m will be encouraged.

Site coverage

Standard ResCode site coverage and open
space requirements to be satisfied.

Higher site coverage than ResCode may be permitted, however,
secluded private open space must be provided (courtyard/balcony)
at the minimum specified in ResCode (e.g. 25m² for courtyard).

Balconies/roof top terraces to be provided as private
open space, in accordance with ResCode.

Building envelopes

Building envelopes required for all lots between 300-500m2,
however, it is likely that building envelopes will be prepared
for all lots by developers. Building envelopes must comply
with ResCode and the specific provision of the ENEDP.

Building envelopes and design guidelines to be provided for all lots and
must comply with ResCode and the specific provisions of the ENEDP.

N/A

Lot size

300 - 600m² plus variety of lot frontages
and depths to be provided

150 - 250m².  
Narrower frontages (e.g. 7.5m) on northern sides of streets for solar access.

N/A

Relationship between building and
pedestrian spaces

Front doors, windows to living spaces and balconies to provide
an active frontage to the street. Low front fencing required.
Garages to be setback to soften their presentation to the street.

Front doors, windows to living spaces and balconies to maximize
active frontage to the public realm/street. Low front fencing required.
No car access/garages to be provided at the street frontage.

Windows and balconies to provide outlook
to public realm below. Identifiable front
door to be provided at ground level.

Design guidelines must specify a consistent architectural
treatment for all sequential terrace lots.

Medium density to be generally separated from open space areas by a street
(i.e. no direct abuttal to open space areas, except in certain circumstances).
Parking provision
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A variety of access treatments are encouraged, including
standard front access to garages and side/rear access. In
streets with shared paths, alternatives to front access are
encouraged to minimise interruption to shared path.

Local Structure Plan Incorporated Document

Rear lane access to be provided. No garages
are to be located along the frontage.

Rear or centralized access to a common on-site
parking area. On-site parking visible from the
primary street frontage will not be supported.

6.5 Infrastructure timing
Development Contributions
A number of key infrastructure projects are
included within the ENEDP area, that are
funded by development contributions.
These items include:
• Arterial Road and intersection construction
and land for road widening;
• Land and works associated with
active open space provision;
• Land for a public transport corridor (located
external to the ENEDP area);
• Land and works associated with
community activity centres;
• Construction of shared pedestrian paths and
trails within linear open space areas.
Details of specific projects to be funded, and
project costs and justification can be found in the
Epping North East Development Contributions
Plan. All other infrastructure not listed within the
ENEDCP, eg. boulevard connectors, local roads,
internal intersections etc are to be funded by the
individual developers of the land they fall on.

The ENEDCP makes provision for infrastructure works
to be undertaken or land required for DCP items to
be contributed in lieu of making a cash contribution.
However, such an arrangement is subject to case-bycase agreement by Council, and will be conditional
upon agreement being reached regarding the
standard and timing of the works/land contribution.
By way of example, it has previously been experienced
that intersections providing access to an estate are
generally physically provided by the developer of
that estate, who then in turn receives a credit against
their development contributions liability. Where an
intersection provides access for two estates, Council’s
preferred approach is for the two developers to enter
into a cooperative arrangement whereby the works
can be undertaken by one or both developers when
it is determined the works are necessary, based on
an assessment of vehicle movements and safety.
Similarly, it is generally the case for road infrastructure,
such as Craigieburn Road East/Lehmanns Road, that
the road will be constructed by each developer along
their frontage. However, given the fragmentation
of landholdings along Harvest Home Road, this
may be problematic. Construction of the eastern
portion of Harvest Home Road will therefore need
to be assessed at the planning permit stage, once
the staging of development and anticipated vehicle
movements along Harvest Home Road is known.
Credits against DCP liability will be paid at the rate
specified within the ENEDCP (subject to indexation).
Road construction will be credited at a linear rate. A
summary of the rates and general scope of works likely
to be relevant to the ENEDP area are provided in Table 5.
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Table 5 Development Contribution Projects

Project

The DCP rates are provided in 2007 dollars, and are
subject to indexation in accordance with the ENEDCP.

General Works Description

DCP Rate

Roads
RO01, RO02, RO03

Craigieburn Road East/
Lehmanns Road

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),

$991/linear metre

RO04

Harvest Home Road West (between
Edgars Road and Epping Road

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),

$832.50/linear metre

RO05

Harvest Home Road East
(between Epping Road and E6)

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),

$1,459/linear metre

Intersections
RO10, RO11, RO12,
RO14, RO19, RO22

Type C intersections

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),
footpath (1.5m wide) and earthworks.

$331,000 Total

RO17, RO23

Roundabout -standard
(single lane)

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),
footpath (1.5m wide) and earthworks.

$700,000 Total

RO13

Roundabout - large
(two lane)

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),
footpath (1.5m wide) and earthworks.

$1,000,000

RO15, RO16, RO18

Signalized intersection

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),
footpath (1.5m wide) and earthworks. Supply and installation of signals

$700,000

RO20, RO21, RO24

Signalized intersection

Construction of pavement, kerb and channel, AG drainage, stormwater drainage (pipes and pits),
footpath (1.5m wide) and earthworks. Supply and installation of signals

$1,000,000

Findon Creek bridges

Construction of bridge structure, earthworks

Shared paths along transmission
easement and Findon Creek
and link to Aurora

Construction of 2.5m wide concrete path, earthworks

Bridges
RO25

$700,000

Shared paths

PC01, PC02, PC03
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$122/linear metre

It is noted that services within DCP roads (including
public lighting and undergrounding of existing services)
and land required for splays etc for intersections
are not funded by the ENEDCP. These must be
provided at the cost of the developer/landholder
undertaking the works/affected by the widening.
Planning permit applications must be submitted with a
proposed works schedule for infrastructure provision
and timing/staging for the entire landholding/estate. A
traffic assessment may also be required in order to
determine appropriate triggers for infrastructure provision.
Timing of other infrastructure projects that include a land
component that is to be contributed, will need to be
negotiated on a case by case basis. The DCP specifies
that the land value for these projects is fixed at $500,000
(indexed by CPI). A section 173 agreement is to be
entered into by developers confirming this land value
prior to submission of planning permit applications.

Drainage

Telecommunications

A drainage strategy, including outfalls, in accordance
with the relevant Drainage Schemes developed by
Melbourne Water, must be submitted with Stage 1
planning permit applications for the entire landholding/
estate. The drainage strategy must conform with the
holistic water sensitive urban design philosophy specified
within the ENELSP. Part 4 of the ENELSP provides
detailed descriptions of the preferred approach to Water
Sensitive Urban Design, within the context of the two
catchment areas within the ENEDP area; the Findon
Creek Catchment and the Edgars Creek Catchment.

In accordance with Clause 22.13 of the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme, conduits for fibre optic
cabling must be provided by the developer to
all buildings, to facilitate future installation of
advanced telecommunications services.

Figure 39 Fibre Optic Conduit Plan
Drawing

A Fibre Optic Conduit plan has been prepared
demonstrating the requirement that telecommunications
conduits be provided within all streets, to enable
access to all buildings. Integrated housing sites, such
as retirement villages, will need to provide fibre optic
conduits internally to enable connections to all dwellings.

While the ENEDP specifies an open swale treatment
along valley floors for floodway purposes, an alternative
treatment, such as a combination of underground
drainage and swales within the road network may be
considered on a case by case basis, where it can
be demonstrated that it does not compromise the
integrity of the urban design framework proposed in
the ENEDP and where agreed by Melbourne Water.

Water and Sewer
Developers must enter into agreements with Yarra
Valley Water for the provision of water and sewer
to the estates. The ENELSP requires provision of
Class A recycled water (via a third pipe system) to all
land uses within the ENEDP area. Use of recycled
water contributes significantly to the sustainability of
the ENEDP area, by reducing demand on potable
water supplies, and will provide the opportunity to
irrigate Council active open space reserves.
Please refer to Part 4 of the ENELSP for details
of water and sewer infrastructure proposed and
constructed by Yarra Valley Water. Functional Layout
Plans detailing provision of these services within the
estates will be required at the planning permit stage.
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Part 7 R
 equirements of Planning
Permit Applications

7 Requirements of Planning Permit Applications
Requirements of Planning
Permit Applications
General Requirements
Each planning permit application within the ENEDP
area must demonstrate compliance with the ENELSP
and the ENEDP. Applications that are not considered
generally in accordance with these documents and the
relevant legislation applicable at the time will be refused.
Each application for subdivision must be accompanied by
the following standard planning application requirements:
• Site analysis and design response plans in
accordance with the requirements of Clause 56;
• Applicable site assessment reports, such
as flora and fauna, arboricultural, heritage,
contamination, transportation. Where existing
reports are considered current, they can be
submitted as part of the application;
• A layout plan detailing proposed staging
and land budgets (different categories of
open space must be distinguished);
• An assessment (both in written and graphic form is
recommended) detailing compliance or otherwise with
the ENEDP. Where the layout deviates from the ENEDP,
a written explanation and justification must be provided;

Further, site specific application requirements are
also detailed in Table 6 for each landholding.
It is Council’s preferred approach that a single planning
permit application be submitted for each landholding,
with detailed plans (functional layout plans) submitted
on a stage by stage basis. A single planning permit
will enable ongoing and overarching issues, such as
tree removal, net gain, development contributions and
minor layout changes to be resolved in a holistic manner,
and will enable application of conditions on a planning
permit that will be valid for the life of the development.
With this approach, Council acknowledges that
amendments to the subdivision layout plan endorsed
under the permit, including staging sequence, may
be required from time to time. Council commits to
adopting a flexible and practical approach to requested
changes, provided they are considered to be generally
in accordance with the approved ENELSP and DP.

Site Specific Requirements
The Table 6 lists a number of site specific matters that
have been identified through the Development Plan
process that must be addressed at the planning permit
stage. However, this table does not represent a complete
list of site specific issues. Further matters that must
be addressed may be contained within the ENEDP, or
are likely to be identified at the planning permit stage.

Should a permit application not be submitted for the
entire landholding/estate, it is recommended that a
permit be submitted for a clearly defined ‘neighbourhood’
within the landholding. For example, the boundary of
a neighbourhood may be the transmission easement/
the Findon Creek/a boulevard connector street etc.

• An assessment of the layout plan against
the relevant provisions of Clause 56.
• A servicing proposal;
• A schedule of works proposed to be undertaken,
such as DCP items to be provided as works in
kind, any drainage works to be undertake as part
of the Melbourne Water Drainage Strategy etc.
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Table 6 Site Specific Requirements

Landholding

1

2 and 10

Specific requirement to be addressed
• No preliminary site analysis was undertaken at the ENELSP or DCP stages (i.e. flora and fauna, heritage, contamination etc). As such, these assessments of the entire
landholding must be provided with the planning permit application for the first stage of development, and cannot be deferred until a condition of permit.
• Specific detail, such as anticipated uses and building design, carparking layout etc for the mixed use development on the corner of Harvest Home Road and the diagonal boulevard
must be provided with the planning permit application for subdivision to ensure the proposed subdivision design is suitable for the future mixed use development.
• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage sites on the land, particularly the weatherboard cottage (HO83) fronting Harvest Home Road.
• Areas identified as having fill on sites 2 and 10 must be further investigated. A contamination assessment must be submitted with an application for permit.
• Landholdings 3 and 4 have no DCP liability outstanding, as the developers have entered into an agreement whereby the regional active open space land will be provided in lieu of payment of development contributions.
• A landscape masterplan must be submitted for the transmission easement that shows a landscaping theme, including the proposed shared path alignment and planting scheme.

3 and 4

• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO82). The ENEDP has
amended the open space area shown on the ENELSP to ensure the red brick stable is captured in open space.
• Lots along the northern property boundary of landholding 4 must front onto the boulevard collector on the adjacent property. Construction of
this road by the Landholding 4 developer will be required, in order to provide legal access to these properties.
• A section 173 agreement applies to these parcels and includes restrictions regarding the design of the restaurant on the corner of Epping Road and Harvest Home Road

6

11
13

• The active open space has already been set aside under a previous agreement between the landholder and Council. A Section 173 agreement has been placed on the site requiring
that a road reserve be set aside along the southern property boundary. This road is to be constructed by the adjacent developer. The remainder of the site is nominated as a P-12
school. The sale of the land to the school is to be negotiated between the landholder and the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development.
• Given the land has been used as a trucking operation, a Contaminated Land Audit must be prepared and its recommendations must be complied with.
• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO81).
• Areas identified as having fill must be further investigated. A contamination assessment must be submitted with an application for permit.
• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO80).

14

• A targeted assessment of the grassland located on the site must be submitted in order to define the boundaries of the conservation area and whether any native vegetation offsets are required under the net gain provisions.
• Areas identified as having fill must be further investigated. A contamination assessment must be submitted with an application for permit.

15

• A targeted assessment of the grassland located on the site must be submitted, in order to define the boundaries of the conservation area and whether any native vegetation offsets are required under the net gain provisions.
• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO79).

16

• Should development be proposed in the areas around Red Gums that the ENEDP currently depicts as open space (not including land specified as conservation open
space on the ENELSP), a genuine architectural response to the specific site conditions must be demonstrated at the subdivision stage.
• Areas identified as having fill must be further investigated. A contamination assessment must be submitted with an application for permit.

17

• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO79).
• A heritage assessment and conservation management plan must be submitted to address the heritage site on the land (HO40).

18 and 19

• Should development be proposed in the areas around Red Gums that the ENEDP currently depicts as open space (not including land specified as conservation open
space on the ENELSP), a genuine architectural response to the specific site conditions must be demonstrated at the subdivision stage.
• A contamination assessment of land used for dairy operations must be submitted. Should any contamination be identified, it must be addressed via a Contamination Management Plan.
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